Electrocardiographic abnormalities during exercise 3 weeks to 18 months after anterior myocardial infarction
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The electrocardiographic abnormalities produced by exercise at varying time intervals after an anterior myocardial infarction were studied in 12 patients. Three weeks after the infarction, exercise induced an obvious rise in the ST segment in leads over the infarcted area in 10 patients. In the course of the ensuing months this reaction to exercise gradually disappeared, and in some subjects exercise then produced ST segment depression. The ST rise produced by exercise in the early phase after an infarction is interpreted as a sign of anoxia in the infarcted zone, and the rate at which this pattern resolves may be of prognostic value. These changes in the ST-T wave produced by exercise were not found in left precordial leads distant from the site of infarction. The T wave amplitude was found to be increased during exercise at all times after infarction, but this change is nonspecific.

The effect of exercise on the electrocardiogram is used extensively as a method of diagnosis of the presence of ischaemic heart disease. However, little attention has been paid to the effects of exercise on the electrocardiogram during the period after acute infarction. The purpose of the present study was therefore to examine the electrocardiographic pattern and sequential effects of exercise during the time course in a group of patients at intervals from 3 weeks to 18 months after the onset of acute myocardial infarction. Furthermore, it was considered to be of interest to see if the changes might be of prognostic value.

Patients
Since 1968 an exercise test performed 3 weeks after the onset of symptoms of acute myocardial infarction has been a routine part of the management of all patients admitted to Karolinska Sjukhuset with this diagnosis, unless cardiac failure, arrhythmias, or other contraindications are present at this time. Tests were repeated at varying intervals up to 18 months in 150 patients who were willing to attend the hospital for this purpose. All patients with anterior myocardial infarction who had never received digitalis and who had had two or more tests performed during the period were examined. Patients with anterior infarction were chosen because this area is well represented in the conventional leads during exercise (Scandinavian Committee on ECG Classification, 1967). Twelve patients with a mean age of 58 years fulfilled these criteria. They had all given a typical history of acute myocardial infarction. Ten patients had had abnormal Q waves (>0.04 sec) accompanied by ST-T wave rise in leads CR2-4 and raised levels of serum enzymes (CPK, GOT, or LDH). Two patients had had ST-T wave rises and raised levels of serum enzymes without the development of abnormal Q waves. The clinical data are summarized in the Table.

Methods
In addition to the test at 3 weeks, 9 of the 12 had tests between 2 and 4 months, 9 between 5 and 6 months, and 6 a year or more after infarction. Exercise was performed in the sitting position on an electrodynamically braked cycle ergometer (Holmgren and Mattsson, 1954) with stepwise increasing loads (Sjöstrand, 1947; Wahlund, 1948). The first load was 100–300 kpm/min, depending on the amount of work the patient was expected to tolerate, and the load was increased by 100–300 kpm/min every sixth minute. On the first occasion after the infarction, the exercise was continued until the heart rate had reached 120 to 130 beats a minute. In no subject was permanent damage to the myocardium induced by the work test, as evidenced by electrocardiograms over the next few days. In later exercise tests the heart rate was allowed to increase to about 150 beats a minute unless frequent ectopic beats or angina occurred.

The electrocardiogram was recorded with an ink-jet electrocardiograph (Elema, Mingograf 81)
at a paper speed of 50 mm/sec and a calibration of 1 mV equal to 10 mm amplitude. Six chest leads (CH leads) were used (Sjöstrand, 1951; Holmgren and Strandell, 1961). The abnormalities were examined in the lead showing the deepest Q wave corresponding approximately to the centre of the infarction (lead CH2 in 7 subjects, CH4 in 5 subjects) and also in CH7, representing the non-infarcted lateral part of the left ventricle. Alterations of the ST segment from the isoelectric line were measured 20 msec after the S-ST segment junction. The T wave was measured at its highest positive value and, when di- phasic or negative, also at its most negative point. The average of 3 consecutive heart cycles was used.

Results

**Work performance** In the first exercise test, when the work load was limited to give a heart rate of 120–130 beats/min the average final load was 370 km/min (range 110–600), with an average final heart rate of 124 beats/min (range 95–142, the highest rate depending on an obvious increase of the heart rate between two loads). Between 5 and 6 months after the infarction the average final load was 600 km/min (range 400–800) and the average final heart rate 130 beats/min (range 115–144). Those patients examined 5 to 6 months after the infarction had increased their working capacity at a heart rate of 130 (W130) from 400
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opened angina during a later test when achieving higher heart rates.

**Electrocardiographic abnormalities 3 weeks after infarction** The ST segment in the anterior wall leads (CH2-4) had an average level of +1.3 mm (range −1 to +3 mm). During exercise there was a continuous increase in the ST segment rise with rising heart rate in 10 subjects (average +1.6 mm, range +0.5 to +4 mm) (Fig. 1). Of the remaining 2 subjects, one had isoelectric ST segment at rest and no Q wave. The T wave amplitude increased in all subjects. In those subjects with a negative T wave component, this decreased and in most cases became positive (Fig. 2). At higher heart rates the ST-T wave configuration resembled that during an acute infarction in all but 2 patients. There were no differences between patients with and without chest pain during exercise. No changes in the QRS configuration occurred during the test. Two examples of the electrocardiographic abnormalities are shown in Fig. 3 and 4.

In lead CH7, 9 subjects showed slight ST segment depression of the type considered to be normal in relation to the increased heart rate (Sjöstrand, 1950). Three subjects developed pronounced ST-T changes considered typical of coronary insufficiency as described by, among others, Kajiser (1966) and Areskog et al. (1967) (Fig. 5). Angina pectoris developed in one patient with abnormal ST-T changes in CH7 and in 2 of the patients without such changes.

**Electrocardiographic abnormalities 2 to 4 months after infarction** At rest, 2 of the 9 patients tested had an ST level of 0 to +0.5 mm, and 7 had an ST level of +1 to +1.5 mm in leads CH2-4. During exercise 2 patients had a considerable further increase in ST level with increasing heart rate (+3 to

**FIG. 2** Relation between heart rate during exercise and T wave amplitude (measured in the same lead as in Fig. 1). Patients with diphasic T waves are represented by two lines indicating the most positive and the most negative part of the T wave (x = positive, o = negative).

**FIG. 3** Case 12, transmural infarction. Leads: CH4R-CH7 resting electrocardiogram on the left. Upper part: on exercise 3 weeks after infarction. Lower part: on exercise 6 weeks after infarction.
FIG. 4 Case 7, subendocardial infarction. Leads: CH4R-CH7 resting electrocardiogram on the left. Upper part: on exercise 3 weeks after infarction. Lower part: on exercise 9 weeks after infarction.

+4 mm), 3 had a slight increase (+0.5 to +1.5 mm), and in 2 the ST segment remained at the same level. Two patients had a 1 to 1.5 mm depression of the ST level. Two examples of the electrocardiographic abnormalities are shown in Fig. 3 and 4.

Electrocardiographic abnormalities 5 to 6 months after infarction At rest, 4 of the 9 patients tested had an ST segment level of 0 to +1 mm, and 5 had an ST segment level of +1.5 to +2 mm in leads CH2-4. During exercise, 3 patients had a further ST segment increase of +0.5 to +3 mm; in 2 the ST segment remained unchanged; and in 4 subjects there was a depression of 0.5 to 2 mm (Fig. 6). The T wave amplitude at rest became more positive compared to the 3-week test, and increased during exercise as it had done during the 2 to 4 month test (Fig. 7).

Electrocardiographic abnormalities 12 to 18 months after infarction At rest, 3 of the 6 patients studied had an ST segment level of +0.5 to +1 mm and 3 an ST segment level of +1.5 mm in leads CH2-4. During exercise 3 patients showed an increase of the ST level (+1 to +2.5 mm) and 3 a depression of the ST segment (1 to 2 mm).

Time course of ST-T wave changes The time course of the change in ST segment response to exercise is summarized in Fig. 8. The greatest decrease in the exercise-induced ST rise appears to occur during the first 2 months. In no patient in whom an exercise test was performed in the second month or later after the infarction was there ST-T segment deviation of the configuration seen in an acute infarction.

The T wave amplitude during exercise at the same heart rate but at different times after the infarction is summarized in Fig. 9. The amplitude became more positive during the first 3 months and then appeared to remain at this level.

During the early months, the QRS con-
figuration changed in 3 patients with an appearance of a small R wave.

Discussion

**ST segment** Reversible ST increases resembling those recorded in an acute infarction have been described earlier in connexion with attacks of angina pectoris (Wilson and Johnston, 1941; Randles and Fradkin, 1948; Myers and Talmers, 1955; Prinzmetal et al., 1959). Bellet et al. (1962) found that in some patients with angina pectoris ST rise could be induced by exercise. In postinfarction patients, Söderholm et al. (1962) occasionally found ST rise during exercise. Ekelund and Strandell (1960) called attention to the occurrence of ST rise during exercise when studying the electrocardiographic reaction 6 months after infarction. However, the electrocardiographic reaction during exercise in the first few weeks after an infarction and the time course of the change in exercise electrocardiographic pattern in the postinfarction period have not been described previously.

The underlying cause of the ST rise seen in the early weeks after an acute infarction is not known. The probable explanation is that the partially ischaemic zone round the infarction becomes anoxic during exercise and, in consequence, ST rise develops, similar to that seen in an acute infarction. In later tests exercise no longer produces the appearance of an acute infarction. During this period the hypoxic cells have either recovered due to improved collateral blood flow or have been replaced by fibrous tissue. Thus a complete demarcation between impaired and nor-
normal tissue has developed and then the pathophysiological basis for the conspicuous ST rise produced by exercise no longer exists. Formation of granulation tissue is normally complete throughout the infarcted area 3 to 4 weeks after the signs of infarction and changes to a less cellular and less vascular granulation tissue during the next 2 to 3 months. After about 3 months a fully fibrous scar has developed (Mallory, White, and Salcedo-Salgar, 1939). Thus the time course for the change in the electrocardiogram responses to exercise seems to parallel the morphological changes of healing. The changing pattern of the ST reaction during exercise may thus be of prognostic value as a possible indication of the condition of the injured myocardium.

**T wave** During the months after infarction the T wave inversion in the resting electrocardiogram may partly or totally resolve (Bohning and Katz, 1935; Langendorf and Pick, 1938). The increased positive amplitude of a negative or low T wave over the infarcted area induced by exercise during the early weeks after an infarction and later is not specific but is seen after a large variety of injuries to the myocardium (Fritzlar, 1940; Klemola, 1942; Bengtsson, 1957; Rihl, Huttmann, and Spieg, 1935; Stokes, 1946; Lepeschk, 1951; Thorén, 1964).

**CH7** The electrocardiographic changes seen in the lateral lead CH7 during exercise 3 weeks after the infarction (Fig. 5) indicate that an electrocardiogram in the neighborhood of the infarction is not necessarily disturbed by the changes occurring in the infarcted area. The ST-T wave changes during exercise may be normal or show the pattern typical of coronary insufficiency depending on the blood supply in that region in relation to the work load. The changes in CH7 cannot just be reflecting what is occurring in the infarcted area as they remain in later exercise tests when the anterior electrocardiographic abnormalities have another pattern. Consequently, a correct electrocardiographic diagnosis of coronary insufficiency from the exercise test may still be obtainable.
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